Boat reviews: Caribbean Cavalier, Reef Runner and 2300

Trailerboats of the

Caribbean
Words by John Eichelsheim and Ben Gladwell Photos by Bryce Taylor

Tails of three sisters, from left: the Reef Runner, 2300 and Cavalier. They are Caribbean's first easily trailerable boats in New Zealand.
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Caribbean's three new trailerboats continue the family style while exhibiting
individual traits. Tauranga Harbour tested them in the rough and the smooth.

T

he Caribbean range is imported by brothers Scott and
Paul White of Caribbean Boats NZ Ltd. We got a triple
treat, reviewing the 19ft Cavalier, the 21ft Reefrunner,
and the 23ft Caribbean 2300. “The small Caribbeans are
fishing boats,” says Scott. “They’re no-nonsense boats
that go really well and will get fishers and their families
out there and back in comfort.”
The Cavalier, Reefrunner and Caribbean 2300 differ in length,
but they conform to the same general plan: large cockpit, GRP
hardtop and capable, bluewater hulls. Their deep vee hulls,
low centres of gravity – the boats look quite low to the water
even though freeboard is generous – and rugged, handlaid GRP
construction ensure exemplary rough water handling and comfort.
With big cockpits, they are ideal for fishing. All three boats have
conventional outboard wells and bolt-on boarding platforms
rather than the fashionable portafino transoms which eat into
cockpit space, and have fibreglass cockpit liners and moulded GRP
side panels. The two larger models, the Reefrunner and the 2300,
feature lock-up cabins and the boats are family-safe, offering a soft,
dry ride and foolproof handling in a range of conditions.

Three, side by side
We met Scott White and his three trailer models in Tauranga – a
great opportunity to ride them in mixed conditions, one after the
other for instant comparison.
When it came to ride and handling, the 2300 is certainly the star,
but all of them handle and perform exceptionally well.

“

Shared features
All three interiors have the Caribbean feel – a scaled down, more
modern interpretation of classic, full-size American sport fishers.
This styling is exemplified by Bertram boats, of which these models
are direct descendants – see sidebar.
In fishability, all three models feature underfloor kill tankage,
full-length side pockets, Perko through-coaming rod holders,
stainless steel rocket launchers, toughened glass screens with
wipers, GRP hardtop lids, transom lockers/livebait tanks, no
transom doors, split bow rails and twin batteries.
The vessels’ helm stations demonstrate a smart looking
contrast between slick new dials; high-tech electronic displays,
where fitted; and the retro styling of a big chrome wheel.
Steering is hydraulic, and the 2300 and Reefrunner also feature
electronic throttle controls and the latest Yamaha smart
gauges. The Cavalier has cable controls and older-style Yamaha
multifunction gauges.
In all three boats, smaller instruments and dials are placed in
a row along the bottom of the dash, which leaves enough space
above for a GPS-chart plotter-fishfinder, which these days seem to
be rapidly approaching home-cinema proportions in size.
The bigger boats win in terms of standard equipment and
optional extras, though the list is extensive for all three models. The
Reef Runner and 2300 are suitable for overnighting with lockable
cabins, v-berths that convert to spacious doubles and plumbed-in
Jabsco marine toilets. The 2300 carries 80 litres of pressurised
freshwater for the cockpit wash down/shower.

They’re no-nonsense
boats that... will get
fishers and their
families out there...

”
subscribe online at www.mags4gifts.co.nz/boating-nz
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The Reef Runner

T

he 6.3m Reef Runner – 6.96m including swim
platform and bowsprit – gets an optional electric
drum auto-anchor system, saltwater deck wash, extra
lights, an insulated undersea locker/livebait tank and a
lined cockpit. With a 200hp Yamaha four-stroke bolted to
the transom, it felt extremely well balanced and top speed
was more than 40 knots.
With a 21-degree deadrise at the transom, the hull is a
soft, dry rider that feels nimble and serves up no unpleasant
surprises to an over-enthusiastic or inexperienced driver.
It went exceptionally well, revelling in the steep chop and
feeling particularly composed amongst the big swells we
found outside Tauranga Harbour. A 225-litre underfloor fuel
tank is right on the money for a boat of this size.

Reef Runner
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤

loa 6.3m
beam 2.41m
draft approx 0.4m
construction fibreglass
weight, boat only 1020kg
engine 115-200hp
deadrise 21°
base price $115,000
price as reviewed $138,000
caribbeanboats.co.nz

mini marlin catcher
The 21-foot Reefrunner is a serious, purpose-built fishing
boat. This model is for the guy who wants to get out
there and bag some big fish without too much mucking
around. It doesn’t need a monster car to tow it; it will go
happily behind the family Commodore, so you can take it
to the bach or along some winding roads if you’re trying
somewhere new.
Once there, it has the ability to handle just about any
coastal conditions.
“You can travel through pretty much anything with
absolute comfort at sixteen to eighteen knots,” says Scott. “It
comes standard with a couple of kill-tanks and lends itself to
those who want to go out and catch a marlin, but also want
to do some overnighting. It has a through-hull marine toilet
and is really just a bigger version of the Cavalier.”

The Reef Runner has a practical, fishingfriendly layout including generous kill
tanks/wet lockers, a plumbed toilet, full
length v-berths and plenty of space for
electronics.

PERFORMANCE

Caribbean Reef Runner
– Yamaha 200hp four-cylinder four-stroke

Engine speed Boat speed
rpm
idle 600
1000
1500
2000
2500
3000
3500
4000
4500
5000
5500
5600
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knots
3.0
5.0
6.0
9.0
11.0
17.0
23.0
27.5
30.0
35.0
41.0
42.0

Fuel burn
L/h
1.5
2.5
8.3
9.4
14.0
18.0
22.0
30.0
35.0
59.0
60.0
63.0
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The cockpit extends a long way aft.
Corner seats and the marine carpet can
be removed and a saltwater wash down
makes clean up easy.

The 2300

T

he Caribbean 2300 (7.05m or 7.84m overall) is a step up on
the Reef Runner in size and performance, although there
was little between the two in terms of comfort in the mix of
sea conditions we experienced. All three boats attacked the sea
with confidence, which inspires confidence in the helmsman,
but the two bigger boats went exceptionally well, easily taming
the short, steep seas inside the harbour and revelling in the big
ocean swells outside.
The 2300’s transom is configured to accept single or
twin outboards totalling up to 300hp. The review boat had
a single 300hp Yamaha on the back and it didn’t disappoint
performance-wise.
The 2300 has the biggest cockpit of the three models reviewed
here and is perhaps the most fishing-oriented. You would feel
quite confident running this boat well offshore chasing billfish
on either coast, or running to the shelf to target hapuku and
bass. With a massive 425-litre fuel tank, it offers plenty of useful
range, and with an all-up weight of just under 3000kg on the
trailer and a beam of 2.5m, it can be transported by road without
any restrictions.

Caribbean 2300
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤

loa 7.05m
beam 2.5m
beam transom 2.34m
construction fibreglass
weight, boat only 1550kg
engine 300hp
base price $155,000
as reviewed $158,000
prices in $NZ include
trailer and gst, subject
to exchange rates

the ultimate hunter
“The 2300 is the ultimate trailerable hunting machine,” says Scott.
It’s getting too big to drag the kids around on a sea-biscuit, but
is expressly built for those who want to get out in some rugged
conditions, like the North Island’s west coast or the back of
Great Barrier Island.
Its 2.5-metre beam helps give it a massive cockpit space; it’s
general layout is similar to the other models, but on a larger scale. As
the Caribbean boats get bigger, they have more creature comforts.
“It’s really got no limitations,” says Scott. “Still nice and easy to
tow and it will take you anywhere you want to go. If you want to go
east coast, west coast, it is a serious heavy weather boat.”

The 2300 has a large cockpit and long range,
making it suitable for serious fishing. The
transom will accept single or twin outboards.
Caribbean's Scott White, calls it "the ultimate
trailerable hunting machine".

PERFORMANCE
Caribbean 2300 – Yamaha 300hp V6 four-stroke

Engine speed Boat speed
rpm
1000
2000
3000
4000
5000
5500

knots
3.0
8.0
15.0
23.0
30.0
38.0

Fuel burn Nautical miles
L/h
4.6
14.9
26.2
21.5
80.5
99.5

Litre
0.8
0.5
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.4

* The 2300’s engine was trimmed hard in when our performance figures were recorded; earlier
in the day with John at the helm, 43 knots showed on the dial and more speed was available.

subscribe online at www.mags4gifts.co.nz/boating-nz
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The Cavalier

T

he smallest model, the Cavalier, foregoes the separate, lockable
forward cabin of the Reefrunner and 2300, but this makes the boat
feel bigger as it has a second seating area instead of restricting
socialising to the cockpit.
You could sleep on the v-berths at a pinch and there’s space for
a chemical toilet, but the berths are more likely to serve as seats,
somewhere for the kids to get out of the weather and for stowage
under the squabs.
The 6.3m Cavalier (6.6m including bowsprit and boarding
platforms) has a deadrise at the transom of 19 degrees which is less
than the others but right for the boat's beam to length ratio and hull
entry. Being smaller, it doesn’t demonstrate quite the same ability in

Cavalier
loa 6.22m
beam 2.33m
draft
construction fibreglass
weight, boat only 810kg
engine max 175hp
base price, as reviewed
including trailer and gst
$88,000
➤ imported by
Caribbean Boats NZ
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
➤
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A NEW SPECIES
A NEW SPECIES
OF SONAR
OF SONAR
Although the smallest Caribbean of the three, the Cavalier still boasts a
good-sized cockpit with transom lockers and removable corner seats. The
fibreglass hardtop, plus side curtains, offers good protection for passengers
and electronics.

the rough, but the Yamaha 150hp four-stroke outboard provides
plenty of motivation. A CHIRP
148-litre stainless
steel underfloor tank
DownVision™
gives it useful range.

CHIRP DownVision™

family fun
As a 19-footer, the Cavalier is an entry-level boat for those wanting
to do a bit of fishing and take the family out for the day without
breaking the bank. It is for people who want a nice, soft, dry ride
and to get home safely. As standard, it is fairly Spartan, but can be
fitted with a chemical toilet and a canvas bulkhead for privacy.
“It’s for someone that wants to catch some snapper off the
east coast without spending to a tonne of money,” says Scott. “It’s
New
Dragonfly
probably a bit small for game The
fishing, although
people
do catch
The New Dragonfly
marlin from smaller boats, but
it’s a great day boat, with
a good
Sonar/GPS
with
sized cabin, and a really largeCHIRP
cockpit area. ItDownVision
lends itself to the
Sonar/GPS with
fisherman or the family who want to get out and have some fun
CHIRP DownVision
on the water.”
View the world beneath your boat with the photo-like clarity of
imaging
sonar
for
anglers
DownVision™ sonar, the first high-resolution
View the world
beneath your
boat with
the photo-like
clarity of
™
to use CHIRP technology. Dragonfly’s dual
channel
CHIRP
technology
DownVision sonar, the first high-resolution imaging sonar for anglers
lets you explore structure and target fish
like
before.
to use
CHIRPnever
technology.
Dragonfly’s dual channel CHIRP technology
Dragonfly 7 (Aus) 210 x 297mm.indd 1

25/02/2014 08:27

lets you explore structure and target fish like never before.

See all that Dragonfly can do for you online at
www.raymarine.com/ga
See all that Dragonfly can do for you online at
Experience
visionality online at
www.raymarine.com/ga

www.raymarine.co.nz

Imagery for illustrative purposes only.

Imagery for illustrative purposes only.

PERFORMANCE

Caribbean Cavalier
– Yamaha 150hp four-cylinder four-stroke

Fuel burn

rpm
knots
L/h
idle 600
3.0
1.5
1000
5.0
2.5
1500
6.0
8.3
2000
9.0
9.4
2500
11.0
14.0
3000
17.0 105 x 297.indd
18.0
Dragonfly (UK)
3500
23.0
22.0
4000
24.5
24.0
4500
30.0
33.0
5000
34.0
42.0
5500
39.0
62.0

Contact your local Raymarine dealer or call
L&B: Auckland 09 415 8303,
Whangarei 09 438 6353, Tauranga 07 927 9270
www.lusty-blundell.co.nz
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Brothers of the Caribbean

P

aul White and his
brother Scott,
pictured right, have
been business partners for
more than 22 years. Some
years ago they bought a
Caribbean 28 as an interim
boat, but liked its handling
and performance so much
they ordered a Caribbean 35.
International Marine in
Victoria, Australia originally produced American-designed Bertram
boats under licence, but in the late 1980s the Aussies went their own
way and rebranded the boats as Caribbean.
When the Caribbean agency in New Zealand became available,
Scott and Paul saw its serious growth potential. They started by
importing the larger launches and now distribute the full range from
16ft Caribbean trailer boats through to the 49ft flagship.

Handling
Although engine trim on
all three Caribbeans made
little difference to the way
they handled, and in the
choppy conditions on the
day we ran mostly with
the engines trimmed in;
trimming them out allowed
higher speeds in flat water
and better fuel economy, as
would be expected.
Even trimmed hard-in,
it was impossible to make
the boats bow-steer or
misbehave, even when
pushed hard down the
faces of big swells outside
the harbour. All three feel
safe with the larger models
excelling in the rough water,
and the boats are built

strong: Caribbean is proud of manufacturing boats that won’t
break in tough conditions.
Trim tabs hadn’t been fitted to any of the boats and were hardly
missed, but they would be a useful addition to all three of these
hardtop models.

On the road

With a 200hp Yamaha four-stroke
bolted to the transom, the Reef
Runner felt well balanced and made a
top speed of more than 40 knots. The
Yamaha delivers plenty of torque while
maintaining good economy figures.

“Even trimmed hard-in, it was
impossible to make the boats bowsteer or misbehave, even when
pushed hard down the faces of big
swells outside the harbour. ”
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Caribbean trailer boats arrive in New Zealand by ship from
Melbourne on multi-roller, self-guiding trailers built by Mackay
Trailers, just down the road from the Caribbean factory.
“Mackay Trailers are strong trailers that work well and can be
as high spec as you like,” Scott says. “Having each boat set up
properly with its own trailer is the only way that works.”
Getting the Caribbeans on and off their trailers was straight
forward – almost anti-climactic. They were already in the water
when we arrived, but when we returned to the ramp, just one
person was needed to push them onto the trailer while another
attached the winch line and wound them up fully. The bigger
boats had electric winches. B

